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The use of technology in assessment continues to evolve the field of educational measurement. This article reports on development and use of new accessible, technology-enhanced assessments designed to measure the three-dimensional science abilities of middle school students. The assessments were piloted with over 70 teachers and 8,000 students throughout the United States over a 3-year period. The adoption and implementation of technology-enhanced assessments is potentially challenging for educators, and numerous factors can influence whether new tools are successful in classroom contexts. The authors describe the assessments alongside insights from project surveys into the conditions that supported or hindered teachers' successful implementation and use of the new assessments in classroom settings. Results indicate that teachers found the assessments useful for supporting the transition to instruction based on Next Generation Science Standards and preparing students for new state science tests. Successful uptake of the materials in the classroom was supported by professional learning that anticipated teachers' content, technology, and pedagogical needs. While the assessments were overall successful, areas for potential improvement are also described, including improved reporting formats that are more teacher and student friendly.
In the late 1990s, Randy Bennett, the director of the National Assessment of Educational Progress Technology-Based Assessment Project, envisioned three phases to the reinvention of assessment through technology (Bennett, 1998). First, infrastructure building would be necessary to enable widespread use of computer-based assessments. Second, he foresaw that technology would support a transformation of question-and-response formats and scoring sophistication, enabling the field to move beyond multiple-choice items and dichotomous scoring. Third, he envisioned assessment being rooted in cognitive science, serving individual and institutional purposes, and allowing teachers and students to utilize assessment feedback to enhance learning.

In the decade following Bennett’s prediction, assessment did not characteristically change (Tucker, 2009a). However, starting in 2010, the U.S. Department of Education supported several assessment consortia focused on developing large-scale summative online assessments that aimed to measure student mastery of new standards. Smarter Balanced, the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, WIDA, English Language Proficiency Assessment for the 21st Century, and Dynamic Learning Maps transformed large-scale assessments from paper and pencil to online administration, making delivery more streamlined. Phase 1 of Bennett’s transformation was realized, with administration of most large-scale assessments for K-12 students taking place via computer.

Another vision for technology-enhanced assessment has been to provide greater accessibility to students with disabilities and English learners (Almond et al., 2010). In the past, these students have received traditional tests with accommodations added on. In one study, researchers found that over 75 different assessment accommodation strategies were used for English learners, including dictionaries, glossaries, extra time, and test translations (Rivera & Collum, 2006). However, not all accommodations were appropriate to English learners’ needs, and their use showed mixed results (Kieffer et al., 2009).

Rather than adding accommodations after an assessment has already been developed, researchers have envisioned that technology-enhanced assessments could be designed with accessibility principles at the outset to include the greatest number of students (Thurlow et al., 2006). For example, technology could offer the opportunity to embed tools within the assessment platform to reduce the need for post hoc accommodations or provide scaffolding to support student understanding (Almond et al., 2010). Research on accessibility may, in fact, dovetail with Phase 2 of innovation, reenvisioning how item stimuli is presented to students.

Numerous researchers have written about the potential of technology for Phase 2 innovation, asserting that technology in assessment has the potential to afford new opportunities that were not possible with paper and pencil tests, notably, the ability to better assess the construct of interest as well as skills and reasoning abilities (Alonzo & Ke, 2014; Gane et al., 2018; Pellegrino & Quellmalz, 2010).

Proponents argue that technology offers the chance to change what is observed in the assessment context and how it is observed, because technology-enhanced assessments have the capability of delivering novel
stimuli and gathering unique responses that are not possible in traditional formats (Gane et al., 2018; Kopriva & Wright, 2017; Tucker, 2009b). Moreover, technology-enhanced assessments provide the potential to gather evidence of student learning behaviors as well as interpret them. For example, technology-enhanced assessments can contain animations and graphics to present information to students dynamically and offer novel response types that enable students to draw, model, and carry out investigations. Computer algorithms can be generated to interpret these behaviors automatically, easing the burden of scoring for educators with less subjectivity.

Thus, technology may afford educators the opportunity to assess practices and skills that are better matched to the types of reasoning and response process that are of interest (Gorin & Mislevy, 2013). This feature is especially useful under the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, NGSS Lead States, 2013), which call for students developing three-dimensional science abilities — understanding of disciplinary core ideas and mastery of science and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts — as well as assessing these dimensions in an integrated way.

Assessing students’ three-dimensional abilities has been one of the challenges facing science education since the inception of NGSS (Alonzo & Ke, 2016; Pellegrino, 2012; 2013; Pellegrino et al., 2014; Songer & Ruiz Primo, 2012). Although science education has been at the forefront of exploring how to present and interpret complex questions in assessment environments (Pellegrino & Quellmalz, 2010), reviews of pre-NGSS science assessments indicate that most high stakes science tests were unidimensional, focused on disciplinary core ideas. Further, most test formats were limited to multiple choice questions, which limited abilities to make inferences about other dimensions of NGSS (Sawchuk, 2019). Technology holds a great deal of promise for assessing students’ three-dimensional abilities, because it provides a context for students to use and apply their reasoning skills in innovative ways.

To meet the challenge of NGSS assessment, several groups have embarked upon researching and designing technology-enhanced assessment materials intended to be used in classroom contexts. One such project is a collaboration involving the BEAR Center and Stanford University, which created online assessments for middle and early high school focused on two science topics, the physical behavior of matter and ecology, along with the practice of argumentation. Technology is utilized to administer the assessments through the Berkeley Assessment System Software; items are text based, and the tasks are hand-scored according to rubrics. Example tasks and scoring may be found at http://scientificargumentation.stanford.edu.

Another group, the Next Generation Science Assessment Collaborative, has created science assessment tasks, rubrics, and accompanying instructional resources for Grades 3-5 and Grades 6-8, available at https://ngss-assessment.portal.concord.org/. A variety of science content areas are covered by the assessments. Technology enables the use of models, videos, data analysis tools, as well as other tools that allow students to demonstrate understanding (Damelin & McIntyre, 2021). Upon completion of the project, the collaborative anticipates that 200
tasks will be available, along with scoring rubrics for teachers to use in classroom contexts.

A third project, High-Adventure Science, has created six classroom activities and related item sets pertaining to cutting-edge Earth Science topics alongside the practice of argumentation. Starting around 2014, the project began to explore the use of technology to automatically score student-generated arguments for two of their new high school units. The assessments provide both individual student and classroom-level feedback to students and teachers. Example materials can be found at http://has.concord.org/index.html#interactives.

The ONPAR project, the focus of this article, has also created technology enhanced assessment tasks for middle school science classroom use. The project leverages technology to design challenging, accessible assessments. The assessments are appropriate for students who struggle with text heavy assessments such as English language learners and students with disabilities in reading, as well as mainstream students (Kopriva et al., 2021). Assessments also utilize technology to offer automatic scoring and reporting. The project has completed 12 units of science materials covering life, physical and earth sciences, and a total of 75 assessment tasks. Examples of the ONPAR approach to assessment are available on the project website at http://iassessment.wceruw.org/projects/.

These four projects range in their utilization of technology — from administering assessments via computers in online formats, presenting information and providing interactive online tools, and utilizing accessibility resources to scoring responses and providing reports automatically. These approaches illustrate the ways NGSS assessments are leveraging technology for the purposes of measurement and the various ways that educators will need to become adept in technology use in classroom contexts. Teachers will have to become comfortable administering assessments online, supporting student interaction with innovative item types, and interpreting and using assessment results that are automatically scored, rather than scored by themselves.

Even though technology-enhanced assessments hold a great deal of promise for improving measurement of student knowledge and skills, adoption and implementation of new technology is challenging for educators (Koehler & Mishra, 2009), especially at a time when implementation of new standards also requires substantial instructional shifts from educators (Alonzo & Ke, 2014; Reiser, 2013). If educational measurement is to realize Bennett’s third phase of reinvention and inform teaching and learning, classroom contexts and the way assessments are used by educators need to be researched and understood.

Koehler and Mishra noted the importance of understanding the affordances and constraints of new technologies and the ways they influence teacher behaviors. Their framework, technology, pedagogy, and content knowledge (TPACK), describes how teachers combine pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1987) with their understanding of educational technologies. Successful use of technologies in classrooms, they claimed, requires that teachers develop a knowledge base consisting of content, pedagogical methods, and technology. Further, technology use
is particular to each content domain and should be influenced by the pedagogical practices specific to each discipline (see Bull et al., 2019). Developing fluency with these three domains allows teachers to have a deep and flexible understanding of teaching with technology which, in turn, helps them utilize technology to advance student learning.

Koehler and Mishra (2009) noted that external factors such as time, teacher beliefs about pedagogy (see also Ertmer, 2005), and access to training may influence their success with technology adoption and implementation. They recommended that professional development be designed with these factors in mind.

Similarly, Gane et al. (2018) recommended that teachers receive support to understand and utilize technology-enhanced assessments, noting that educative supports have the potential to increase teachers’ success. However, in-service teachers have indicated that they need more professional learning on classroom assessment (DeLuca & Klinger, 2009; Klinger et al., 2012), and many commercial classroom assessment packages do not provide a robust program of professional learning. Thus, when adopting a classroom assessment, especially one that is technology enhanced, it is important to consider the amount of training and support teachers need to use it successfully so that it can be fully leveraged for instructional aims.

The project described in this article researched and developed assessments with accessibility principles from the outset, aimed at all three levels of Bennett’s vision for technology-enhanced testing. Assessments were fully delivered online, utilized innovative item types and scoring, and sought to provide instructionally useful assessment data. The ONPAR project researched and developed innovative multisemiotic (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001) science assessment tasks for middle school science classroom use, utilizing visuals, action, sound, and language to communicate to and from students in the assessment environment.

Using a variety of communicative methods reflects the varied ways students learn and reason in science classrooms and addresses access needs of students who may struggle with the language load of traditional tests such as English language learners (ELLS; Kopriva, 2008; Logan-Terry & Wright, 2010). The project developed 12 units of science materials, including 75 assessment tasks to assess students in middle school science classroom contexts. When the assessments were piloted, project participants also committed to participating in a series of professional learning meetings to learn about the assessment targets, how to implement the assessments, and how to utilize scoring and reporting information for instructional purposes.

Because the assessments were novel in all aspects, including the NGSS focus, the types of items, as well as the automatic scoring and reporting, the project sought to investigate the conditions that supported or hindered teachers’ successful implementation and use of ONPAR classroom assessments through a survey. In the sections that follow, we provide an overview of the project and review results from project surveys to describe the overall success of implementation, as well as the factors that supported and hindered its success.
Description of Assessment Approach

The ONPAR assessment methodology is a unique multisemiotic approach that uses a wide range of representations both to present assessment items and to open up response types (http://iiassessment.wceruw.org/projects/). The theoretical underpinnings and empirical support for the assessment methodology come from the fields of semiotics (Jewitt, 2008; Kress, 2003, 2010; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001), cognitive science (Gee, 2007; Graf & Kinshuk, 2008; Myers, 2015; Pellegrino et al., 2001) and Evidence Centered Design (ECD; Kane, 2013; Mislevy, 2009; Mislevy, 2013).

The assessment approach has been developed and researched through a series of federally funded grants and has demonstrated success in addressing the linguistic and cultural barriers encountered by low-English proficient ELLs on assessments for large-scale, summative purposes, such as annual state accountability measures (Kopriva et al., 2016; Kopriva et al., 2021). Further, research has shown that ONPAR items can successfully measure challenging science concepts and skills of ELLs’ using novel computer-interactive techniques that largely redirect the language comprehension and production loads to multisemiotic representations (Kopriva et al., 2016; Kopriva & Wright, 2017). The current project sought to extend this line of research, applying the assessment methodology to develop assessments intended for use in middle school science classrooms.

To develop the assessments for the most recent project, a systematic approach was undertaken by project staff, using ECD as a starting point. Development of each ONPAR science unit began with identification of the NGSS Performance Expectations (PEs) on which assessment tasks and items would be based. Once the PE for a specific task was identified, it was then unpacked (Harris et al., 2016) to fully understand the depth and scope of what demonstrable student abilities were expected. In unpacking, task developers focused on the connections between the dimensions. That is to say, rather focusing on DCIs, SEPs, or CCCs on their own, task developers considered the relationships between at least two dimensions at a time (i.e., DCI & CCC, DCI & SEP, and SEP & CCC).

Understanding the standards this way supports the eventual development of multidimensional assessment items that incorporate at least two of the NGSS’s three dimensions. By disentangling the connections between the dimensions while maintaining a vision of them in the whole of the PE, ONPAR domain analyses focused on the components of the PE that cue assessment task contexts, screen content, and interactive elements.

In addition to NGSS PEs, task designers used the current understanding of learning progressions in science education (Alonzo & Elby, 2019; National Research Council [NRC], 2012) to determine assessment goals and evidence. Learning progressions describe how students develop successively more sophisticated ways of reasoning about science content as they obtain more experience with phenomena and representations and improve their cognitive abilities (Smith et al., 2006). Because NGSS for middle school encompasses the entire Grade 6 – 8 band, task designers used learning progression endpoints for Grade 5 and Grade 8 (NRC, 2012).
to bracket the conceptual understanding assessed on screens, in tasks, and across assessment units.

In addition to unpacking the NGSS, the assessment approach also considered test takers from the outset of development. The ONPAR approach is unique in its emphasis on the *person dimension* described by Kopriva et al. (2016) and Kopriva and Wright (2017). These researchers argued that assessments must be designed in ways to allow the widest range of test takers to demonstrate their abilities. Consequently, the *experience* of individuals taking the test factor significantly into all stages of the task development.

At the item series level, this means identifying contexts that would be familiar or accessible to most learners. At the screen level, this translates into a set of design practices that provide users with multiple ways to understand and respond to questions. ONPAR screen design practices include the following (Kopriva & Wright, 2017; Wright, 2013):

- Communicating multimodally; including static and dynamic imagery and text.
- Providing on-demand audio of questions in English and Spanish. (Other languages have been translated in past projects; in the current project, the majority of ELLs were Spanish-speaking.)
- Structuring necessary language with ELLs and struggling readers in mind.
- Supporting vocabulary *not* being assessed with graphics and animations.
- Providing text-based screen descriptions for those who prefer to read.

When considering the person dimension at this stage in assessment development, task designers considered how assessment content could be made accessible within the assessment environment to a range of diverse learners. Figure 1 shows a sample screen shot of an ONPAR item from a chemistry task and its accessibility features.

All ONPAR tasks address scientific phenomena; context screens are used to set the scene for the entire task and help to activate a student’s schema. They also mark shifts between item series and provide students with the necessary background information to respond to subsequent screens. Item series typically include opportunities for students to demonstrate understanding of key content (DCIs); employ science and engineering practices through the application of key DCIs within the context; and apply the focal crosscutting concept(s) (CCCs) to the problem.

Items were organized to elicit evidence of student understanding or misunderstanding on screens as well as within and across item series. This structure provided an opportunity to collect evidence using multiple means of representation and added to the reliability of inferences drawn from answer patterns across screens. Typically, assessment tasks included two to three item series, for a total of six to 10 items. Additionally, items in ONPAR tasks spiraled in sophistication; introductory questions focused on simpler content and questions at the end of a task focused on more complex content and reasoning. Video 1 shows an item series from an
ONPAR chemistry task focused on changes in states of matter. The video shows a context screen and two related subsequent items that required students to model changes in states of matter as well as explain their model.

**Figure 1**
*ONPAR Multisemiotic Item and Accessibility Features*

Video 1
*Particle Nature of Matter Item Series 2*

https://youtu.be/OA8KKN1j3XI

Scoring of tasks was developed alongside the items to ensure that they were targeting key NGSS dimensions. ONPAR tasks have two levels of scoring, item level scoring and task level scoring, which are output into individual and classroom reports. Item level scoring occurred at the screen level (one item on a screen) and resulted in numeric scores that varied based on the complexity of the question and the degree of understanding implied by a test takers’ response.

For example, a screen that targeted student understanding of conservation of matter could be scored on a scale from 0-3. A score of 0 indicated that the test taker did not demonstrate understanding, whereas a score of 3 indicated that the test taker had provided evidence of full understanding. Scores of 1 or 2 provided evidence of limited or developing understanding. Each screen had its own unique scoring rubric created by a task developer to reflect the latest research in learning progressions and was vetted by project psychometricians.
Task level scoring consolidated information for the same NGSS dimension across various screens of the assessment task. Thus, items measuring the same dimension (DCI, SEP, or CCC) were tagged with codes that were used to track specific answer patterns across screens. These codes were triggered by individual screen actions identified by task designers as meaningful. Examples include whether certain elements were included in a model or if specific phrases were used within a larger explanation.

The codes enabled scoring rules to be derived from natural language into logic and computer algorithms, allowing for automatic scoring of complex student behaviors. Task level scoring rules resulted in a set of diagnostic statements organized by NGSS dimension. Reports automatically provided information on how students performed on DCI, SEP, and CCC separately.

An example from an ONPAR task follows to illustrate how the novel items and scoring are realized in practice. The example is from a Grade 6 chemistry task, which is comprised of three item series and 11 screens. The measurement goals are to assess students’ understanding of what happens to particles when thermal energy is added or removed and between different states of matter (solid, liquid, gas), as well as assess students’ ability to apply cause and effect (CCC) in different contexts, construct explanations (SEP), and plan and carry out investigations (SEP).

Figure 2
ONPAR Item Series (Context Screen, Modeling Item, and Explanation Item)

The example is from the second item series, which begins with a short animation illustrating the grounding phenomena for subsequent response screens. The first item asks students to model water particles in two states of matter. Students manipulate sliders to adjust the number, speed, size and location of particles. As they change the position of the sliders, they see changes in the particles in the model.

The next item prompts students to describe the changes in the model using a statement frame. The statement frame provides a scaffold for creating the language-based description. Color-coded answers are provided on the left side of the screen to drag into the statement frame on the right side of the screen.

The first item is worth 4 points and the second item is worth 3 points. The total points possible on each screen is an indicator of item complexity. Partial credit is based on unique scoring rules determined for each response screen. For example, on the modeling item, users earn 1 point for
each properly modeled variable. On the explanation item, users earn 3 points for two correct statements; 2 points for one correct statement and one partially correct statement; and 1 point for one partially correct statement. Answers that do not meet these criteria do not earn points.

In addition to the numeric scores, codes track answer patterns within and across items and determine the diagnostic statements that appear on the automated score reports. On the example items, answer patterns related to particle number, size, and speed are tracked and combined with answer patterns on other items that assess similar content. If enough codes are triggered, statements such as those below appear on individual reports:

Based on your answer, you may not understand the relationship between:

- temperature change and changes to particles.

- the mass of a substance and particles within a substance.

The algorithm used to trigger the statement about temperature looks for specific codes generated on Screens 4, 5, 10, and 11. The algorithm used to trigger the statement about mass looks for specific codes generated on Screens 2, 4, 5, and 11. Each diagnostic statement has its own unique algorithm. If no statements are triggered, a message describing the test taker's inferred understanding appears, such as "On the screens in this task, you correctly described how the movement and spacing of atoms and molecules affects temperature and the state of matter."

Upon completion of an ONPAR task, students and teachers received automatically generated score reports. Classroom reports were available to teachers in the online portal and provided them with an overview of how all students performed in their class. Individual reports were available to students and teachers in the online portal and provided detailed information on individual student performance.

The top portion of reports focused on numeric scoring and indicated the number of points awarded by screen. The lower portion of reports focused on diagnostic reporting of the three NGSS dimensions. Statements in this portion of the report indicated aspects of the dimensions that students may need to work on to develop fuller understanding or ability. Classroom reports were interactive so that teachers could click through to read information about specific students and view individual reports for different students in their class. Figure 3 illustrates an ONPAR classroom score report for a task assessing student understanding of energy, energy conservation and transformation.
The ONPAR project aimed to fully leverage the affordances of technology to design and program the assessment materials. Technology enabled novel presentation of content by way of graphics and animations; information was conveyed to students dynamically rather than through text-heavy means. Technology also offered students multiple points of accessibility. Onscreen help such as miniature graphics and animations, translation, and read-alouds provided students numerous opportunities for on-demand support. The technology-enhanced environment also allowed the project to open response types so that students could model,
design experiments, graph, and create statements to express understanding and reasoning abilities in innovative ways. Opening response types enabled researchers to observe different behaviors that better matched the constructs of interest.

Finally, computer algorithms allowed project staff to create automatic scoring and reporting so that teachers and students received immediate feedback. This action afforded teachers and students opportunities to address learning needs in a timely fashion. Importantly, technology was harnessed to increase the types of questions students were asked, expanding what was asked in the assessment environment as well as how it was asked.

While the materials were designed to be as user friendly as possible, knowing the multiple challenges science teachers were facing in using new content standards as well as a new technological tool, the project undertook a pilot that focused not only on the psychometric properties of the assessment tasks, but also the teacher component of the implementation process. In the sections that follow is information on how the tasks were implemented in classrooms, as well as results from the survey given to investigate the factors that affected the overall success of the implementation process.

**Methods**

**Participants**

ONPAR pilots took place from fall 2017 through spring 2020. The project sought school districts in states that had adopted NGSS and were implementing the new standards. Once interested sites were identified, the project staff applied for research approval in the districts, and sought teachers who wished to volunteer for the project. All teacher participants taught science in Grades 6, 7, or 8.

Assessments were piloted with 71 middle school science teachers and approximately 8,000 students throughout the United States. Sites included public and private schools in urban, suburban, and rural districts. Other than volunteer status and middle school science teacher status, there were no other requirements for the participants in the study, such as years of teaching or teaching background. Project staff did note that because teachers were volunteers, many could be considered early adopters, who expressed that they liked technology and were not particularly anxious about using it in their classroom.

**Procedures**

To prepare for using the assessment materials, teachers were asked to attend three out-of-school, unit specific, professional learning sessions with ONPAR project staff via a web-conference application. Meetings were scheduled to correspond to when teachers were teaching the focal units with their students. Each virtual session was designed around a single assessment task to maintain focus on specific content, practices, and concepts assessed.
The first meeting in each unit provided an overview of key ideas and skills assessed across the entire unit, links to standards and learning progressions, and screen-by-screen discussions of the assessment goals and strategies in the first task. Teachers were asked to interact with screens as students and provide feedback during the meeting and were frequently asked to predict how their students would respond to the same screen. This approach resulted in lively discussions between teachers and researchers and prompted teachers to reflect on their own curriculum and instruction.

In some cases, a discussion of correct answers clarified science ideas for teachers and provided them with opportunities to think about how they might incorporate those ideas into their teaching. Asking teachers to interact with the screens also provided them with the needed hands-on experience to coach their students confidently on interacting with novel assessment items. The second and third meetings also centered around screen-by-screen task discussions; however, instead of starting with an overview of standards, teachers were asked to discuss relative success of implementing prior tasks with students and assessment results. These discussions provided ample opportunity for teachers to reflect on their teaching, student performance, and better supporting student growth. Teachers were also asked to bring sample student and classroom reports to the second and third online meetings so that project staff could support teachers’ abilities to read and interpret the reports and think about how to use the results to inform instruction.

Online meetings lasted approximately 60 minutes each, and teachers were compensated for their out-of-school meeting and planning time for the project. Thus, for one ONPAR unit, a teacher typically spent approximately 3 hours of time in online professional learning meetings.

Once they were initially trained, teachers administered the assessment tasks to their intact middle school science classrooms. Administration of the three ONPAR assessments usually took place over a span of 4-6 weeks during a typical unit of instruction. For example, during a life science unit on the topic of ecology, teachers would teach their own NGSS-focused lesson plans to develop student understanding of concepts such as food webs. Once they felt that students were ready, they administered an assessment task on the same topic to gauge student understanding and ability with the focal content. Teachers had control over teaching prior to use of the materials as well as time of administration and pacing of the assessments.

Teachers were asked to administer two 30-minute extended assessment tasks and one 50-minute end-of-unit test during the relevant science unit, spaced appropriately within their instruction. Thus, teachers would cover material for Task 1 and then administer the task, cover the material for Task 2 and then administer the task, and give the end-of-unit test at the completion of a unit. Additional materials in the project portal were available to support teachers’ use of the assessments such as short training videos that reviewed the measurement goals of each task and demonstrated novel item types and a teacher guide that provided information on measurement goals, discussion questions, and extension ideas for instruction. Tasks were also available for students to retake, complete with scoring and a second comparative report.
To prepare students to use the assessment tasks, teachers instructed students to watch a short tutorial video demonstrating the ONPAR technology-enhanced items. Students were also allowed to use practice items on the project website.

After students had watched the video and practiced with an ONPAR item, students took one of the assessment tasks. Some teachers also previewed how to interact with the assessment tasks with their students prior to administering by projecting tasks on a whiteboard and describing them but did not give students clues about answers. Teachers were asked to ensure that students individually answered tasks for the purposes of the study but were encouraged to discuss answers and use tasks creatively for instructional purposes after students had completed them.

**Instruments**

After teachers had completed a unit and administered all tasks, they also answered a survey about their experience with the materials for that specific unit. The survey contained approximately 18 statements that offered participants a 4-point Likert scale response: *strongly agree, agree, disagree* and *strongly disagree*. Statements were grouped into four themes that provided insight into the classroom conditions that supported or hindered their implementation of the ONPAR assessments: overall satisfaction of teachers and students, usefulness of on-demand teacher resources and reporting information, alignment and usefulness of tasks for teachers, and usefulness of tasks for students (as perceived by teachers).

Four open-ended questions were also included after each thematic section to offer teachers an opportunity to clarify responses or provide additional interpretive information. After teachers reported they had administered the last task of the unit, project staff ensured that the assessment data had been received in the project data server and then distributed an electronic link to an online survey so that teachers could answer the project survey. Teachers were told that their project stipend would be distributed once their survey responses had been received. The response rate to the survey was 100%, likely due to the incentive tied completion of project activities. A copy of the survey statements and responses are included in the appendix.

Cronbach’s Alpha was used to examine the internal consistency of the survey responses administered across all years of the study and was calculated at 0.9. Additionally, Likert scale responses were quantified to identify the percentage of participants who responded to each of the four levels of agreement. Results were also examined by year to explore whether there was a change in survey results over time. No statistically significant change was found in teachers’ results by year of the study, so overall results were examined across all years of the pilot.

For this analysis, project staff aggregated the overall percentage of agreement (*strongly agree and agree*) and disagreement (*disagree and strongly disagree*) to identify which statements had the strongest agreement and which had the strongest disagreement. The statements that had the strongest agreement and disagreement for each thematic section
of the survey were identified and explored more fully in the open-ended comments so we could better understand the conditions that supported and hindered successful implementation of the technology-based assessments in middle school science classroom contexts.

The results section provides an overview of survey responses with the highest rates of agreement and disagreement for each thematic section of the survey, as well as illustrative comments that help provide insights into the overall trends. The high reliability of survey results may be due to teachers meeting multiple times together in professional learning meetings and sharing experiences and perspectives on the assessments.

Results

Overall Teacher and Student Satisfaction

The first thematic section of the survey investigated teacher and student satisfaction. Overwhelmingly, teachers responded favorably to the piloting experience, with 97% strongly agreeing and agreeing that they had a positive experience; 3% disagreed that they had a positive experience, all of whom were in the first year of the pilot. Teachers commented that ONPAR was a useful tool that aligned with their curriculum and allowed for multiple representations of student understanding. Note that all teachers were volunteers in this study, which may have contributed to a high teacher satisfaction rate. In more typical implementation conditions, there could be a lower rate of teacher satisfaction.

To a lesser extent, 86% of teachers strongly agreed and agreed that students had a positive experience with the ONPAR pilot, while 13% disagreed that the pilot experience was positive for students. Teachers’ open-ended comments indicated a nuanced explanation for the lower rating. Teachers noticed that students struggled with numerous aspects of the assessments, including adjusting to the new types of items and meeting a higher level of challenge in keeping with the NGSS. However, teachers did not see these struggles as entirely negative. Some teachers noted that they were a productive part of the learning process and could spur them on as a teacher. One teacher explained,

I disagreed that students had a positive experience using ONPAR materials because this is what they would say, NOT because I think it was a non-beneficial experience for them. Many of the students became frustrated with the difficulty level of some of the screens, and then were more discouraged after seeing the negative feedback on their score reports. I realize that this is a reflection of their deficiencies in experiences thinking three-dimensionally in science — and therefore needs to be enhanced by me as the teacher — but I thought it should be noted.

Thus, teachers may have been choosing a satisfaction rate that reflected actual student comments about the new assessment. Despite this fact, even when rating student satisfaction lower than their own, teachers found the experience of using ONPAR beneficial for students as learners and considered it an opportunity for growth. Section 4 of the survey results explores perceptions of student usefulness in greater depth.
Ease of Use of On-Demand Teacher Resources and Reporting

The second section of the survey dealt with the array of on-demand resources offered to teachers in the online portal. Teachers had access to training videos, teacher guides, and classroom and individual reporting information. Overall, teachers agreed that these resources were useful. The highest rated survey item related to the task guides offered in the portal; 92% of teachers strongly agreed and agreed that the task guides were useful for planning to use the assessment tasks. Task guides were reported to be less useful for planning next steps, with only 86% of teachers strongly agreeing and agreeing that the task guides helped identify next steps for instruction.

Compared to the on-demand supports offered in the portal, ONPAR professional learning opportunities were highly useful and supportive of teachers’ experience with the materials. Of all statements on the survey, the online training with ONPAR staff received the highest rate of agreement; 99% of teachers strongly agreed and agreed that the meetings with project staff helped them implement the digital tasks with their students, 98% of teachers agreed that the meetings helped them integrate the unit into their instructional plan, and 97% of teachers agreed that the meetings helped them understand how to use the score reports to inform instruction.

The high ratings suggest that the professional learning plan surrounding the new assessment was one of the keys to its overall success. Positive comments from teachers included the following:

- “The video meetings prior to usage made the application with students so much easier.”
- “The meetings with the ONPAR staff always help me to understand the material.”
- “The ONPAR staff is knowledgeable about student need, best practices and how to advise teachers in both areas. They know the tasks and were patient during training and implementation.”
- “The online meetings were a wonderful way to share and prepare for the lessons.”
- “The project meetings were instructional, and the project managers were nice and answered all my questions. They also worked with me on scheduling meetings. They were very flexible.”

These comments reflect that the training addressed elements described in Koehler and Mishra’s (2009) TPACK framework. Teachers had the opportunity to receive training on how the assessment dealt with NGSS content, how to utilize the technology for pedagogical purposes, as well as how to use the technology itself. Teachers also noted that time was a factor and that the project’s flexible approach to arranging training to meet their schedules was appreciated.

Survey results from this thematic section indicated that the weakest ONPAR materials for teacher usability were the classroom score reports; 13% of teachers disagreed and strongly disagreed that the reports helped them identify student learning needs, and 11% of teachers disagreed or strongly disagreed that the reports were easy to understand.
While the overall agreement rate was still high, the relatively high disagreement rate suggests that improvements could be made to reporting. This result is not surprising as it was the first time the project had designed reports for use with ONPAR assessments. Previous projects focused on item and task design but had not investigated reporting formats. Teacher comments helped to clarify that the information provided in the reports was rich and useful, but the format of the reports was not user-friendly. One teacher noted, “Because the score reports are so comprehensive, I wouldn't say that they are easy to understand and interpret, but they were useful.”

Several teachers suggested displaying reporting information in a spreadsheet or roster so that it would be easier to read. One teacher commented,

Need a way to see all the student's scores in a class in one go. Teachers do not have time to click on each individual student to see scores. Seeing them all together helps us (teachers) look for trends in the scores for certain students and adjust our teaching accordingly.

Such comments were not limited to teacher experience with classroom reports. Teachers also found the individual reports “time-consuming and cumbersome to go through.” One teacher noted,

The format in which the student reports were generated was not helpful. Having to go to each student individually to gain feedback on their score was not helpful. I have 160 students. It would take me hours to go through all of that data.

Importantly, teacher comments regarding scoring and reporting highlight their desire to use data and information to drive their NGSS instruction. However, the format of the scoring and reporting information reduced their ability to use data and should be reenvisioned so it is more user-friendly. While the project provided useful data and rich information to teachers, it was not packaged in a way that could be readily taken up and used by them. Unfortunately, due to budget and time constraints associated with a grant, the project was not able to undertake revisions of the reports to reflect teachers’ suggestions.

Alignment and Usefulness for Teachers

The third thematic section of the survey investigated how easy it was for teachers to use ONPAR given their external circumstances, such as school and district climate, alignment with curriculum, felt need, and time constraints. Overall, teachers indicated that the materials fit with their district and school goals; 94% of teachers strongly agreed and agreed that the materials were consistent with their school climate and reforms occurring in their districts and schools.

Many of the districts and schools were in states that had adopted the NGSS, yet materials to support implementation and assessment of NGSS were lagging. Many teachers commented that ONPAR was helpful as they started to shift to the new standards; 92% of teachers strongly agreed and
agreed that the materials filled a need. Many teachers noted that ONPAR was potentially useful for preparing students for the state science test, as in the following quotation:

I definitely think these [ONPAR] assessments align with the new state standards better. After seeing some sample questions from the 8th grade end of course test, these assessments will give my students a better sample of what is expected.

According to this thematic section of the survey, the weakest area was related to the amount of time needed to interpret scoring and reporting information. This result is consistent with comments teachers made about reporting with regard to the on-demand materials. Twenty-two percent of teachers disagreed and strongly disagreed that setting aside time to interpret the classroom score report was easy. Results were similar for the amount of time teachers needed to interpret classroom score reports to plan differentiated instruction. Because validity of assessments not only considered the assessment instrument itself but also interpretation and use, moving forward, the project staff should consider whether teachers are able to readily use the information provided by the assessment.

**Perceived Usefulness for Students**

The final thematic section of the survey investigated teachers' perceptions of student experience. Teachers' perception of overall student satisfaction was lower than their own satisfaction due to a variety of factors. Many teachers felt that students struggled to understand how to answer the new types of questions in the assessment tasks; 52% disagreed and strongly disagreed that students understood how to answer new item types in Year 1.

Because of this response in Year 1, the project staff expanded the survey statements to try to identify which item types were particularly difficult for students in Years 2-4. The most problematic item type was modeling with “sliders.” This item type required that students play with the sliders, moving a bar to the right, to see how aspects of the model changed when the slider position changed. Other item types, such as statement frames and data interpretation, were less problematic for students.

While responses in Year 1 indicated that new item types were a particularly problematic aspect for teachers, the project was more successful in subsequent years due to specific actions taken by project staff. First, a directions video was added to the student portal to provide tailored information on the ONPAR item types. Second, project staff suggested to teachers during training meetings that they walk students through tasks if they felt that doing so would provide a better user experience for students. Teachers were encouraged to orient students to the assessment context and how to interact with items without prompting or giving answers. Some teachers took a few minutes prior to the assessment to show the tasks screen by screen on a whiteboard. This step provided an orientation for students and helped them understand how to interact with the different items.
Finally, through repeated usage many teachers became more familiar with the item types and felt more confident in their own understanding of how to use the technology-enhanced items and support students on their own. Their confidence may have led students to have greater confidence as well.

Two other aspects of student experience were also rated relatively low, the overall level of challenge of the assessment and student understanding of score reports. Teachers commented that the overall challenge of ONPAR tasks was higher than what their students were accustomed to; 18% disagreed that the level of challenge was appropriate. This result may be partially due to introduction of the NGSS, which themselves were more rigorous. We anticipate that as teachers become more accustomed to the NGSS and students have more opportunities to engage in NGSS at lower grade levels, the level of challenge on the assessments will be more appropriate for middle school students.

Regarding scoring and reporting, 43% disagreed and strongly disagreed that students understood their individual score report. Teachers noted that students often focused on the numeric scores of reports rather than the reporting information provided. This finding may be due to the overall reading level of the reports. One teacher noted,

Although I tried to have my students view their score reports, the majority of students did not look at them. The students DID look at their overall scores and note improvements from earlier tasks to the final but were not reading the actual feedback that went with the report.

Some teachers commented that students could benefit from additional support on understanding how to read and interpret their individual score reports. While some teachers shared in meetings that they used the reports as a conferencing tool with students, this practice was not common. In the future, encouraging teachers to plan student conferences around ONPAR reports at the beginning of the school year will help orient students on how to use the reports. This practice could be useful for teachers and students alike. One teacher noted,

I did not spend much time going over the student reports with them; therefore, I don't think they understand them very well. Further, I in part, did not go over them with them in too much detail, as I don't think they are very intuitive to the students and would require a fair amount of time to explain the reports to the students.

An additional negative comment about the student reporting section focused on the type of language in the reporting section. Some teachers noted that students felt disappointed when they received low scores or feedback about what they may not understand. The reports were designed to be diagnostic and identify areas of needed improvement; however, the language may have been interpreted negatively by students. One teacher commented that students did not want to read negative feedback, which impacted their desire to read the information provided.

The strongly disagree button for students using their score reports is because they are too long for students to persevere in reading them after
expending quite a bit of mental energy on the tasks. Since the feedback was negative in most cases, it wasn’t information that students wanted to read, either.

Project staff hopes to improve this area in the future. Specifically, some teachers commented that the text on individual reports was too technical and dense for students and that it did not emphasize student strengths as well as areas of needed improvement. Developing a student-friendly score report would help ensure that the results are able to be interpreted and used by students, one of the key stakeholders of the assessments, and enable them to have greater autonomy in learning.

**Discussion**

Bennett’s (1998) vision of the reinvention of assessment through technology is helpful to keep in mind regarding the potential impact on classrooms. If educational measurement is to benefit teaching and learning, the way technology-enhanced assessments are used in classroom contexts should be understood. Technology can affect assessment use at several different levels in classroom contexts, ranging from serving as the mode of test administration to offering new types of online items, tools, and methods of gathering responses and providing different types of reporting information to support teaching and learning. Considering these possibilities from the outset and creating on-ramps will help educators anticipate their own and their students’ needs to fully leverage the technological power. Adopting and implementing new assessments and technologies is a challenging task for teachers in today’s educational environment, and numerous conditions can support or hinder their successful uptake at each of these levels.

Regarding infrastructure, survey results from the ONPAR project indicate that the new technology-enhanced assessments were successful overall in NGSS-oriented science classrooms. Project expectations for implementation time and technology infrastructure were appropriate in the range of schools and districts participating in the pilot. Teachers had ready access to a variety of devices in their schools including iPads, Chromebooks, and computers, and ONPAR’s online administration worked equally well on the range of devices.

Teachers and students were able to connect, login, and complete the assessments in the online environment with few to no interruptions. From an infrastructure standpoint, teachers were able to navigate this aspect of technology-enhanced assessments, and the project’s professional learning opportunities were successful in orienting teachers to the online administration requirements from the outset. Teachers were accustomed to administering assessments online, and this skill appears to be part of today’s teachers’ professional repertoire.

Regarding the second phase of assessment reinvention, innovative items and response types and increased sophistication in scoring, ONPAR leveraged technology to present assessment stimuli in innovative ways and offer unique response mechanisms. Graphics and animations helped set up assessment scenarios, and students responded in numerous ways including modeling, graphing, conducting investigations, and explaining.
Teachers reported that they appreciated the innovative approach to assessment and that the materials met their instructional needs for supporting diverse learners in their classrooms. Initially, teachers voiced some concern over student understanding of how to answer new types of questions and the level of challenge of the NGSS-based questions. However, survey responses indicated that teachers felt with opportunity to practice, increased familiarity with innovative assessments, and time with the NGSS, their students would adapt to the new item types and assessment methodology and would become accustomed to the level of rigor expected.

The TPACK framework (Koehler & Mishra, 2009) is useful for thinking of the components of a successful program of professional learning. Through the online meetings, teachers became familiar with the target NGSS (content), and assessment methodology (technology). While ONPAR’s on-demand teacher supports in the assessment portal such as the short training videos and task guides could also somewhat meet teachers' needs, the online meetings were rated the highest aspect of the project, demonstrating the benefit of supporting teachers’ adoption and use of the materials with real time contact. Survey results clearly indicated that teachers felt the need to be oriented to innovative item types so that they could anticipate needs and feel confident supporting their students. Those implementing new assessments should assume that teachers may want training and opportunities to interact with innovative items prior to using them with their students. Assessments that employ innovative item types should help teachers anticipate the need to orient students to the novel interactions and not expect that students will be initially totally self-sufficient.

ONPAR also undertook efforts to inform teaching and learning through creation of automatic score reports; technology enabled the provision of sophisticated automatic scoring and reporting. Even though teachers appreciated the automatic scoring, the instructional potential of the reporting information proved to be the most difficult component of the technology-enhanced assessment to fully realize (TPACK and pedagogy). Numerous teachers commented on how little time they had for reviewing results and planning subsequent instruction.

In the pilot, professional learning meetings required teachers to set aside time for thinking and reflecting on how their students performed and how that would influence their teaching. The time teachers saved in hand scoring assessments was spent in data analysis and reflection instead. Thus, when promoting automatically scored assessments, it may be beneficial to suggest that time saved in hand scoring should be spent engaged in a different assessment-related practice, such as data analysis or in group discussion with other teachers about assessment results.

Surveys did suggest that reporting formats could be improved for teachers and students. Packaging classroom scoring information in an easily interpretable format may help alleviate the amount of time it took teachers to gain insights into student performance and target areas of needed improvement. Incorporating graphic displays or putting results in a roster format may help. These refinements may support teachers’ interpretation and use of assessment results for instructional planning.
Similarly, students’ use of the automatic scoring and reporting presented challenges. While time was not necessarily an issue, the amount and density of text, as well as wording that was interpreted negatively, hindered students’ ability and desire to read the reports. One possible solution is to create interactive reports that require students to analyze and interpret their own assessment data, think about and incorporate feedback, and reflect on their learning needs. If technology is to support reinventing assessment and enable assessment to inform learning, test data must be translated into actionable information for teachers and students.

Further work on ONPAR should refine the reporting mechanisms for both teachers and students so that technology better meets users’ needs. Additional research should investigate teacher and student interpretation and use of assessment results to support ONPAR’s validity argument. It is important to note, once again, that all teacher participants volunteered in the study and that this self-selected group may have responded more positively to the new technology than what a general population would. Future research should also explore how ONPAR is taken up by teachers who are not self-selected and may not necessarily be early adopters of technology.

Finally, other NGSS technology-enhanced assessments should investigate teacher use of assessment materials in classroom contexts and report on what aspects lead to their successful use. If technology is to support the ability of assessment to meaningfully inform instruction, then researchers need to pave a path for anticipating teachers’ and students’ needs and create best practices for meeting them.

Conclusion

The ONPAR project took up the challenge of reinventing assessment, harnessing the affordances of technology to provide accessible, challenging, NGSS-based assessment tasks to inform and support teaching and learning in middle school science classrooms. Given the newness and rigor of the NGSS and the level of innovation of the assessment, implementation could have been challenging. Supporting teachers during the time they were transitioning to this new educational tool was important to ensuring its success. The targeted professional learning helped meet the needs teachers faced in day-to-day instruction. As technology-enhanced assessments become a regular part of classroom contexts, the ways teachers and students interact with them and make use of them is an important consideration. If assessment is ultimately to inform teaching and learning, researchers must provide insight into how these tools are successfully adopted and used for pedagogical purposes.
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# Appendix

## Survey Statements and Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>% Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>% Disagree</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>% N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. My overall experience using the ONPAR materials was positive.</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. My students’ overall experience using the ONPAR materials was positive.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The ONPAR training videos prepared me to use the formative tasks in my classroom.</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The task guides helped me understand what concepts and skills would be assess so I could plan for when to use the tasks during instruction.</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The classroom score reports were easy to understand and interpret.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The individual score reports were easy to understand and interpret.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The score reports helped me identify student learning needs.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The Task Guides helped me identify next</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
steps for instruction for my students.

9. The ONPAR tasks aligned with the curriculum materials I currently use.  
   62 82 93% 12 0 8% - -

10. It was easy to set aside enough time to familiarize myself with the ONPAR materials so I could use them with my students.  
   70 74 92% 11 1 8% - -

11. The project meetings with ONPAR staff helped prepare me to use the tasks and materials in my classroom.  
   110 43 98% 1 2 2% - -

12. It was easy to set aside enough instructional time to administer the tasks to my students.  
   69 77 93% 7 3 6% - -

13. I was able to set aside enough time to interpret the assessment results and plan instruction with information from the reports.  
   38 83 78% 31 3 22% - -

14. Overall, these assessment materials are consistent with my school climate, and reforms occurring in my district and school.  
   76 70 94% 10 0 6% - -

409
15. These materials fill a need I have in my classroom.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. Students understood and used their individualized score report.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. The level of challenge of the tasks was appropriate for my students’ knowledge, skills, and abilities.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18. The ONPAR tasks enhanced instruction for my students.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>